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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European markets are rallying on Tuesday morning, as traders begin
to price in the next round of US fiscal stimulus. DAX 30 and EuroStoxx 50 are
currently over 2.4% higher on the day and are approaching their July highs.
Shares in Asia climbed overnight on the US stimulus hopes.
Currencies: Monday was relatively muted on currency markets, with the same
quiet trade following into this morning. This was mainly due to the lack of major
data releases, lower volatility will likely prevail as the calendar is sparse for the
rest of the day.
Safe-havens: Yields in the US have crept higher this week, with the benchmark
10yr now trading just below 0.6%, its highest level in 2 weeks. New case rates in
the US look to have potentially topped out, causing a slight selloff in bonds.
Gold is in its third consecutive red session, down another 1.3% this morning as
traders take profit after what has been a very impressive run of form for gold.
Looking ahead: Following this morning's UK jobs data, we do not have any
major economic releases for Tuesday. RBNZ rate decision will come overnight
and the UK's quarterly GDP reading will come tomorrow morning, expected at
-20.5% for Q2. 

House-builder Cairn Homes this morning issued their trading update
for H1, in which the group has pointed to the fact that sales have
picked up "appreciably" over the last couple of months. According to
the update, the business has recovered well from the initial
lockdown-related slump in activity and is currently performing ahead
of management's forecasts. The group completed 207 units over the
six months, compared to 309 a year earlier
The company now expects H1 revenue to come in at €80.6m, down
58% from H1 2019's €192.4m, and expects to remain profitable
despite market turmoil during the period, with an expected operating
profit of €5.6m. Operating profits in the same period last year were
€27.3m. Cairn Homes has said it is now working at 80% of pre-Covid
levels in terms of productivity, having reopened 15 sites in May, which
includes 3 new 2020 site commencements.
"Sales interest has picked up appreciably in recent months,
underpinned by strong demand for high quality, energy efficient new
homes in attractive locations. Our financial strength and liquidity
enables us to continue to plan and deliver to meet market demand
through 2020 and beyond" said Chief Executive Michael Stanley.
At Seaspray we confirm our 'Buy' rating on Cairn Homes after today's
release.

Cairn Homes

Irish Pandemic Payment

Aryzta
Irish-Swiss food group Aryzta has seen a further improvement in its
revenue trends for the month of July as many nations eased
restrictions and shoppers returned in higher numbers. 
Revenue was down 18% y/y in the four weeks up to July 25th, this is a
gradual development from June's -23% and May's -36% y/y figures.
The 'Cuisine de France' owner had liquidity of over €415m at the end
of July, up from €370m a month prior. Reassuringly, the firm has no
material debt maturities over the next 7 months with €17m due in
March 2021.
"The company continues to expect a bumpy recovery over the coming
months" Aryzta said on Tuesday. Shares are over 10% higher to 0.65
Swiss Francs this morning, still down almost 40% in 2020 so far.

The number of individuals receiving Ireland's 'Pandemic
Unemployment Payment' (PUP) is now down to 262,500 having fallen
by over 12,000 over the past 7 days, according to the Department of
Employment Affairs and Social Protection. This figure has dropped
56% from the high in early May of 598,000 recipients.
The top three sectors in which workers have returned to full time
employment this week are accommodation and food services,
wholesale and retail trade, and construction, with the largest cohort
returning being the aged 25-34 group. Separately, 370,000 workers
are currently enrolled in the Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme.


